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New Signracer and UV inks are presented at FESPA 2013

SIGNTRADE has several years of experience with solvent and textile printers. At FESPA 2013 in
London SIGNTRADE will present a new range of UV printers. The Signracer 1610UV, 2512UV and
3116UV printers are high resolution flat bed printers, which are specialized to print on rigid
materials. For these new Signracers a new ink was developed together with Nutec in South Africa.
This new Amethyst A50-UV-MPX ink is setting a new standard for highest adhesion on rigid
materials in the industry.

After introduction of the innovative Nutec Emerald E12 ink at Fespa 2011 in Hamburg, the E12
became in the last 2 years a market leader in the alternative ECO solvent market with almost 1000
installations in Europe. These TRUeco inks only contain non hazardous air polluting substances
(Non-HAPS). The fast drying E12 is perfect for the new fast printers with 2 Epson print heads.

The new Emerald E10 inks were developed to meet the future requirements for Xi rating as well.
E10 is not classified as hazardous and similar to OEM ink formulations like ECO-Sol Max from
Roland or ECO Ultra from Mutoh. The major feature of the E10 is a very high scratch and scuff
resistance. Therefore E10 can replace former hard solvent products and meets at the same time
the future ECO solvent regulations. This makes E10 a very unique product in the market.

Other features of the E10 inks are good drying behaviour, no smell, low maintenance and
compatibility with OEM inks.

As the master distributor for Nutec in Europe, SIGNTRADE also presents the new SWF inks for
XL-Jets, called Topaz T53-XLF and some other SWF products for several printers.
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